
CRE Leadership Team Mtg 9-1-17 
 

1. Morning routines in gym 
            Phase in daily routines in a.m. 

10 minutes each morning starting at 8:20. Be sure students are not forgoing breakfast for 
gym time. 

            Donna R. will lead.  Collins and Thompson will meet with gym duty teachers to set up. 
a. Music Monday, Wednesday Go Noodle, Frizzle Friday 

     2.    PBIS 
Very concrete, consensus is that High 5 is very well received and used.  
Are we missing any pocket areas that we can fill in High 5 work?  Lunch time for Parent 
Praise recognition.  
      a. Special Area Pirate High 5 
Special area teachers will use High 5 for expectations, routines, etc.  Also, continue to  
use individual.  New character song is amazing! 
Need 100% payment from parents for character shirts.  Reminders in newsletters,  
reminder will go home next week from office. 

    3. Hot spots, daily routines, location hubs, lunch, etc.  
Lunch is going well with routines, seating, intersections. 
3rd grade swing line out a bit for lunch so that 2nd grade can use hallway as well. 
Friday recess for 2nd/3rd overlap at 12:45.  Do we need more coverage? Change times?  
Collins with check. 

    4.     Bucket Fillers (3) 
Write a note to a team member, send an email, encourage someone! 

    5. Morning Work 
Many classrooms have changed to tubs, etc.  Very positive thus far.  Some have cut  
times for morning work. 

    6.     Climate: classroom and team 
Happy hour :) :) :) 

    7.     Para staff workload and shifts 
Communication lacked because of the rapid pace of moving paras due to changes in 
schedules, minutes, building movement, etc. Teams to reinforce para teams with  
recognition of a job well done. 

    8.     Current barriers to instruction 
New team members need to utilize mentors.  Team leads stay a step ahead for teams. 

 
PST process is strong, continue to meet the needs of teachers/kids.  Are we meeting the  
students needs academically?  Try to eliminate barriers to instruction. 
No beginning of year PST meetings UNLESS needed.  Teachers can request if needed  
but be sure to fill out form E, otherwise teachers do not need to fill out.  
Lack of information on PST forms?  Can we look at this?  

    9.     Kid talks, PST process, dig in… 
See above.  Don’t sit on anything.  If it’s big enough to present an issue find a way to  



address it. 
 

   10.    Additional topics for discussion 
Scholastic News- Maggie is sorting and teams will get the resource soon. 
18-19 all district meetings on one day. Next year this could happen as Thompson 
changes each year. 
 

  


